LM76 designs slides with you... and we stand behind them. Over the years, we have supplied hundreds of slides and *not one has been returned because it was less than our customer expected*. Not one. Here we have a large, 1300 pound slide that was designed from the ground-up around a very specific, aerospace application. Because this base is only a section of a much larger, proprietary system, we cannot show the upper section of the system.

LM76 was chosen from a field of competitors because our team had proven itself on 2 prior applications. Moreover, LM76’s technical interface with engineering, competitive pricing, on-time delivery and level of service made our customer certain LM76 was the right design/build partner.

If you have a challenging application where an engineered solution is paramount to your success, **Call Mike Quinn 1-800-513-3163 or email your application details to: mquinn@LM76.com**